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January 3, 2014 

VIA HAND DELIVERY 

Utah Public Service Commission 
Heber M. Wells Building 
160 East 300 South, 4th Floor 
Salt Lake City, Utah  84111 

Re: Objection to Proposed Confidential Information Certificate 
Docket No. 13-035-184  

Dear Commissioners: 

On December 31, 2013, in response to the UIEC’s letter to the Commission dated December 27, 
2013, RMP filed a modified Appendix A.  The proposed modified Appendix A removes the second 
sentence from the original version, which had required the signing party to verify “that I have returned or 
destroyed all confidential materials from other dockets in which I have participated, pursuant to Rule 746-
100-16.3.e.”  RMP observes that some parties already have signed the original version and suggests that 
the “parties sign such Commission approved [revised] form, attached hereto as Exhibit A, until any 
controversy can be resolved.”   

The UIEC agrees that the controversy has yet to be resolved and notes that the revised Appendix 
A, while apparently compliant with the language of rule R746-100-16, does not address the objections 
raised in UIEC’s December 27 letter.  The UIEC continues to believe that RMP’s designation of 
confidential information, for which RMP offers no explanation, is broader than may reasonably be 
required and imposes an undue burden on interveners who wish to fully participate in the docket.  The 
UIEC therefore reserve its right to challenge the Company’s confidentiality designations and to seek any 
other relief from the Commission as appropriate. 

The UIEC respectfully suggest that the question of whether confidential information in one 
docket should be used across several dockets could be resolved at a scheduling conference or at a time 
convenient to the Commission and the parties. 

Very truly yours, 

PARSONS BEHLE & LATIMER 

 

/s/ William J. Evans 
cc: Service List in Docket 13-035-184 


